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00:16 
Hey hey welcome back to my channel. If you’re new to me my name is 
Courtney Sanders I’m a full-time entrepreneur as well as wife and mom. I 
wear all the hats and do all the things and I’m also a sponsored FlexPath MBA 
student at Capella University. 
Courtney Sanders* – Master of Business Administration
*Actual FlexPath student compensated for appearing in Capella promotional materials. 

 

00:28
So if you’ve been watching my vlogs for a while you might notice a different 
backdrop and that’s because yours truly has moved, right. So I moved to a 
different house which is really fitting for what I want to talk about today which 
is what it’s like getting your MBA in an online environment and even what 
some of my favorite courses have been thus far. So through this whole move 
process I’ve actually been super grateful that I had the opportunity to get my 
MBA online and that I didn’t have to worry about driving to a campus or going 
somewhere in person in order to complete assignments or to get the lessons 
because it’s been chaos and pandemonium here. 
 
01:05 
In fact, I’m honestly in the only room that like even looks like something. 
There’s boxes everywhere else so I wanted to shoot this here so that it 
looks halfway decent when I record this vlog but that’s what I love about the 
flexibility of an online environment is that it is flexible and so the cool thing 
about the FlexPath program is that you are still able to interact with your 
professor. In fact, my favorite course that I’ve taken thus far is with digital 
marketing and this has been with one of my favorite professors thus far 
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because she’s been very engaged. She checks in on you and she gives great 
feedback on your coursework. 

01:40
So don’t make the mistake of believing that just because you aren’t attending 
class in person that somehow you’re just this anonymous person you know 
out in the ether webs out in the internet no one knows who you are. Nothing 
could be further from the truth.  Your professors will know who you are you 
will come to know your professors you might even take quite a few courses 
with your professors. 

02:00
So I took my favorite class thus far as digital marketing with my favorite 
professor thus far and really excited because I’m currently in marketing 
management and she’s my professor again which is really awesome. So don’t 
feel like you’re just going to be a number that’s not the case and then also in 
the FlexPath program you get a coach who also checks in on you. So this is 
someone who is not your professor but this is someone who is aware of your 
progress you can have a meeting with them when you first get started and 
they can kind of chart out where you want to go with your Master’s degree or 
if you get an MBA like me and they can show you the best way you know to 
get that done in the timeline that makes sense based on you and your life. 

02:39
So getting an MBA or getting a Master’s degree program in an online 
environment shouldn’t be scary at all if you have life stuff going on in the 
background like I did moving to a whole new house I believe that you will find 
that getting your Master’s or your degree in an online environment is really 
going to come in handy so that’s all I have for you in today’s vlog. Again, I am 
a full-time sponsor flexpath MBA student at Capella university and if you want 
to check out the rest of my MBA vlogs you can do so by clicking here or here 
on the screen wherever that comes up to check out my playlist but with that I 
will see you in the next vlog Bye.


